Key Word

Basic Commands

CS or
ClearScreen

Removes all pen drawings and resets the turtle to the start position.
Does not reset the pen properties eg size and color or the background

Clean and CT

Removes all pen drawings but leaves the turtle at its position. CT removes
history
Move Turtle forward and Back by the amount specified FD 80 or BK 80.
Also Forward 80 or Back 80

FD and BK

Procedures

RT and LT

Turn Turtle Right or Left by the amount specified RT 90 or LT 90. Also
use Right 90 and Left 90

PU and PD

Picks pen up or down

SetPenColor

Sets the pen colour using the colour palette

SetScreenColor

Sets the colour of the screen (background)

SetPenSize

Sets the size of the pen

HALT

Fills any shape that the turtle is in with the colour of the current pen.
Remember to position your turtle in the shape. Change the colour of the
fill by using the SETFLOODCOLOR
Stops Logo from processing any more commands

Fill

Fills in any closed shape that the turtle is touching

HOME

Moves the turtle to the centre of the screen and resets heading, pitch
and roll to 0

REPEAT

Runs instructions the number of times required, Repeat 4 repeats 4 times

PAUSE
CONTINUE

Pause interrupts a loop and allows the insertion of a new series of
commands.
Continue allows the original series of commands to continue

Random

Outputs a uniform random integer from 0 to the range input (not including the
range input). The range input must be a nonnegative integer

Procedure

Groups a series of commands using a specific name. These commands can then
be used by just typing in the name. Procedures can be embedded in other
commands
Procedures can have the value part of the command replaced with a word so
that when the procedure is called a new value can be applied without editing
the procedure
Iteration occurs when a command that is repeated a specific number of times.

FILL and
SetFloodColor

Click Picture below for Hyperlink

Hyperlink to
Repeat Loops

Definition –Click on the command to go to online definition and example

Variable

Iteration

Procedures – save them permanently

Hyperlink
Some great examples

Variable

These show more shapes using
the commands we have learned
and some extension commands

You must become very familiar with the built in Help—use it whenever you need help

Hyperlink to online manual

